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Medora blames UM administration
MSU given OK to lead program
LIZ MERRILL, University Center gardening employee, washes plants in 
the UC. Outside, the plants will be getting less of a washing because the 
weatherman predicts a warming trend with only a slight chance of 
precipitation through Friday. (Staff photo by Mick Benson.)
By SUE O’CONNELL
Montana Kalmln Reporter
The Board of Regents approved 
Monday a recommendation that 
Montana State University should 
develop its gerontology program 
— research and services concern­
ing the elderly — more fully than 
the University of Montana and 
Eastern Montana College.
Rustem Medora, UM pharmacy 
professor, said yesterday the de­
termining factor in the decision
Programming lines up 7 bands 
for kegger, field house concerts
By MARK ELLSWORTH
Montana Kaimin Reporter
With the Doobie Brothers, Bos­
ton and Blue Oyster Cult sche­
duled for upcoming concerts, and 
the Amazing Rhythm Aces, Mis­
sion Mountain Wood Band, La- 
mont Cranston and Live Wire 
Choir tentatively scheduled to play
at the Aber Day Kegger, Missoula 
is going to be well-saturated with 
music.
Nothing quite like last fall and 
winter, when five months went by 
without a field house concert.
Feast or famine
“It's either feast or famine," 
acting ASUM Programming Direc-
Reserve concert fund 
regaining lost money
After going five months with no major concerts, losing 
$15,000 and having Director Clint Mitchell resign, one might say 
ASUM Programming has had a rough year.
But with three profitable field house concerts in March, and 
three coming up along with the Aber Day Kegger, things are 
looking up for Programming.
Gary Bogue, who became acting Programming director when 
Clint Mitchell resigned March 30, said yesterday that 
Programming’s $15,000 reserve fund, which was completely 
drained last fall after losses from the canceled Gabe Kaplan 
show and the Jose Feliciano’s concert, is “back in the black."
Bogue said the Ozark Mountain Daredevils, Marshall Tucker 
and Van Halen concerts grossed a total of $132,900, of which 
Programming made $11,500. This amount went to the reserve 
fund, he said.
. With anticipated profits from the upcoming concerts, Bogue 
said at the end of Spring Quarter the Programming reserve will 
be "at the worst” $14,000, and if all goes well, $19,000.
tor Gary Bogue said yesterday, 
"nothing at all, or so many con­
certs it's hard to handle."
Bogue said he found out yester­
day that the Allman Brothers band 
is going to be “in the area" around 
the middle of May, but said he 
doubts if Programming will be able 
to schedule the group.
Bogue said an Allman Brothers 
concert would have the propor­
tions of "a major rock festival,” and 
would probably hurt kegger at­
tendance if It was scheduled 
around that time.
Boston is booked to play May 9, 
Bogue said, and Blue Oyster Cult 
is “tentatively scheduled” to play 
May 25.
Allman Brothers
"We already have too many 
commitments to get the Allman 
Brothers," Bogue said. "Financial­
ly and otherwise, it just wouldn't be 
feasible."
Bogue said scheduling the All- 
man Brothers for the kegger 
would also present problems be­
cause the band could possibly 
draw up to 20,000 people. With that 
possibility, Bogue said, Missoula 
Liquid Assets Corp., the kegger 
promoter, would have to re-apply 
for a health permit.
“And if they have to apply again,
•  Cont. on p. 8.
was a lack of "administrative 
support and sympathy” at UM for 
the program.
No commitment
There has been "absolutely no 
commitment” in the last three 
years from the administration, he 
said.
UM currently organizes all the 
various departments involved in 
the program under a Gerontology 
Program Committee, of which 
Medora is a member.
In addition to research and 
classes, the committee puts to­
gether several workshops 
throughout the year on topics 
relating to aging.
The draft statement of the role 
and scope of the university system 
stated that UM should expand its 
gerontology program. On the 
recommendation of Lawrence Pet­
tit, former commissioner of higher 
education, the regents appointed a 
team of two out-of-state people 
who visited UM, MSU and EMC, 
and evaluated their programs.
The team recommended to the 
board that MSU be designated the 
“ lead institution,” while the other 
two schools continue their pro­
grams in coordination with MSU.
Federal funding
Currently, funding for all of the 
schools comes from federal 
grants. Under the recommended 
relationship, MSU would be re­
sponsible, as the lead institution, 
to prepare grant proposals and 
requests and involve the people 
and resources at UM and EMC, 
according to Ray Murray, asso­
ciate vice president for research.
But UM should have received the 
“ lead institution" status because of 
its strength in the social and 
behavioral sciences, Murray said.
The report of the visitation team 
listed the following areas of 
strength at UM: “superb settings” 
for research and clinical training at 
the UM Speech and Hearing Clinic 
and in the community; the social 
and behavioral science depart­
ments, which provide potential for 
a strong program; existing geron­
tology programs of varying levels 
of development; and the “highly 
motivated" social work and phar­
macy faculty members.
However, UM President Richard 
Bowers said yesterday he does not 
believe the regents recognized the 
directions of the role and scope 
statement as well as they could 
have.
MSU has a designated gerontol­
ogy program with one-half of a 
faculty position and this probably 
influenced the visitation team's 
decision, he said.
* But Medora asserted 'the UM 
administration did little in the past 
three years to convince the visita­
tion team that the program should 
be expanded here.
He noted that the team’s report 
mentioned the lack of support and 
said he had "no reason to dispute 
the report."
UM's weaknesses
Some of the weaknesses in UM's 
programs listed in the report are as 
follows:
•  administration has not shown 
a commitment to the program by 
adding a faculty position.
•  Cont. on p. 8.
Cars to be moved
The Elrod-Duniway Oval 
at the north end of Maurice 
Avenue is to be cleared of 
cars and motorcycles by 
midnight Sunday to make 
way for a construction ac­
cess way, Ken Willett, chief 
of security, said yesterday.
The access will begin in 
the parking area and extend 
across the open space in 
front of Craig Hall. Willett 
said it will be used by con­
struction companies work­
ing on the new science 
building and lecture hall.
The access, he said, will be 
used at least until (he middle 
of next Fall Quarter, elimi­
nating parking in the area.
Request for computer advances
Creative accounting gives MSU big bucks
By DANIEL BLAHA
Montana Kaimin Legislative Reporter
HELENA — The Legislature’s 
long-range building committee 
engaged in some creative 
accounting Tuesday night as it 
balanced’ the state building 
budget.
Rep. Carroll South, D-Miles 
City, made good on a promise he 
made early in the session to help 
Montana State University get $1 
million for a new computer.
Money found
South "found" $846,550 a few 
days ago in an obscure account 
that apparently had been 
overlooked in the search for 
expendable state funds. The
account was created by land-grant 
statutes in the 1800s that say the 
money must be spent for 
improvements on Capitol Hill.
So, the building committee 
transferred that amount out of the 
appropriation for improvements 
on the Cogswell Building near the 
Capitol, and replaced it with the 
newly-discovered money. Funds 
had been accumulating in the 
account for about 10 years, 
according to Department of 
Administration Director Dave 
Lewis.
MSU computer
The Cogswell money was then 
ear-marked for MSU's new 
computer. The balance of the $2.5 
million price tag will come from
funds generated on campus.
Sen. Larry Fasbender, D-Fort 
Shaw, put a new twist on MSU’d 
request for $225,000 to plan a film 
and television building. The 
building has been a priority at 
MSU for some time, and although 
the Board of Regents is on record 
as saying the building should be in 
Bozeman, the debate still crops up 
from time to time over whether film 
and TV should be housed at MSU 
or at the University of Montana.
MSU has a film and TV 
department, but it is scattered 
across the campus in several 
locations.
Fasbender's amendment, 
adopted ' unanimously by the 
committee, deleted the reference
to MSU, renamed the building 
“visual communications build­
ings" and dropped state funding 
for planning the project. The 
$225,000 was re-inserted in the 
state building bill under a different 
heading, which grants the regents 
spending authority, but appro­
priates no state money for the 
building.
The amendment “puts it into the 
hands of the Board of Regents — 
wherever they want to build it," 
Fasbender said. As to where the 
money would come from to plan 
the building, Fasbender said, "It’s 
up to them (the regents) to find the 
source."
The university system has "lots 
of plant funds," he said. "It
depends how much of a priority it 
is."
The clock was approaching 
10:30 p.m.; the total cost of 
bu ild ing pro jects was ap­
proaching the sum available in the 
long-range building account. The 
committee had many more 
requests for projects than it had 
money for, but one seemed close 
to the remaining balance.
Rep. Oscar Kvaalen, R-Lambert, 
moved to include $30,000 in the 
spending bill to plan a clinical 
psychology building at UM.
The motion passed unani­
mously on a voice vote, and 
building committee chairman Rep. 
Dan Yardley, D-Livingston, said, 
“ . . . and now we're broke, right?"
-----------opinion---------
Now we remember . . .
We knew there was a reason to have 
voted tor Tom Judge in the 1976 
gubernatorial election.
Until now. however, we couldn’t for 
the life of us think what it was.
But now we know. Tuesday, Gov. 
Judge vetoed a bill passed by the 
Montana Legislature that would have 
exempted the proposed Colstrip 3 and 
4 generating plants from further court- 
o rd e re d  e n v iro n m e n ta l rev iew  
resulting from procedural errors in the 
original studies.
Although Judge remains in favor of 
construction of the twin 700-megawatt 
plants, he is on the right track.
That, of course, does not please the 
Montana Power Co. board of directors. 
William Coldiron, vice chairman of the 
board, was reported to have said that 
Judge's action was “ unfortunate” 
because  the  p o w e r com p an y  
considered HB 452 to be "a legitimate 
effort on (the company's) part to have 
the plants built expeditiously."
Judge knew the intentions of those 
supporting the bill—an effort to 
circumvent the due process of law. The 
governor, in his veto message, called 
the bill “special legislation," which it is, 
and said the bill "subverts the (review) 
process, in te rfe res w ith  ju d ic ia l
decision making, adds new confusion 
and v ir tu a lly  g u a ra n te e s  new 
litigation," which it does.
Judge added, "HB 452 is not the 
answer” to expediting the construction 
of Colstrip units 3 and 4.
Heaven knows, if the construction of 
the plants is to be expedited at all, 
e x e m p tin g  them  fro m  fu r th e r  
environmental review at the state level 
by legislative mandate is not the way to 
do it.
Meanwhile, the Montana Supreme 
Court did just what the bill was 
designed to prevent—it ordered the 
project back to the state Board of
Natural Resources for more study of 
environmental issues.
There was some speculation that the 
court decision prompted Judge's 
decision to veto HB 452 and thus got 
him out of political hot water. But if 
Judge's press secretary is to be 
believed, the decision to veto was 
made and the veto message drafted 
before the Supreme Court decision 
was announced.
If that is true, we knew there was a 
reason to have voted for Tom Judge in 
the 1976 gubernatorial election.
Jill Thompson 
Robert Verdon
Clink of coins
Editor What is this talk of decreasing 
educational quality at the University of 
Montana? What has a legislatively imposed 
budget to do with the quality of education 
at a liberal arts institution with the same 
faculty members before budget time as 
after?
Certainly, we all act as the prostitute who 
parts her legs at the clink of a coin. But 
when the prostitute parts her legs best for 
only the best of coins, does the professor 
then impart his knowledge best for only the 
best of coins?
Let those who do walk as whores— 
whores all.
Randall Mills 
Box 44,
Helena, Mont. 59601
Can’t respond
Editor “ If I had to choose between the deaf 
man and the blind...”
On April 3, you published a letter to the 
editor from Fat C. Lam, a graduate student 
in mathematics. I would like to respond to 
the comments and observations pertinent 
to blind persons contained in this letter; 
however, I cannot as I am totally blind and 
Mr. Lam's letter was inaccessible.
Barbara Hamilton 
State Agency for the Blind 
818 Burlington, Room 101 
Missoula
le tte rs
Nukes necessary
Editor: I am writing in reference to the 
article about Rev. John G. Lemnitzer in the 
April 10 issue of the Kaimin and those who
continually speak out against nuclear 
weapons.
I do not think anybody approves the use 
of nuclear weapons, and most people fear 
the destructiveness of such frightening
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weapons as the Minuteman missiles locat­
ed in Montana. Nevertheless, we must 
face the fact that many other countries 
have similar weapons and some of the 
those countries are potential enemies of 
ours.
In order to ensure the safety of our 
country we must keep up with all other 
countries in military armaments. Without 
the nuclear weapons we could not thwart or 
counter an offensive movement by another 
country using nuclear weapons.
So the next time we hear about people 
like Rev. Lemnitzer exercising their right to 
protest against nuclear armaments the 
military possesses, it might be because the 
United States has the military strength to 
protect the United States and the rights we 
hold as a result of our citizenship to this 
country.
Kent Wilcox 
freshman, journalism
■  m o n t a n a
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Solar collector needed, security hassles are not
Ken Willett and his company of fit- 
and-trim storm troopers are overstep­
ping their bounds. It is sad (maybe 
pathetic) that security as a unit still does 
not see itself as an organization design­
ed to provide security and aid to the 
students of this campus. I purposely do 
not include harassment: they do. Ken 
Willett calls a solar collector an eyesore. 
Since when has he been involved with 
campus aesthetics? Personally, I find 
solar collectors beautiful.
As I recall a conversation I had with 
Ken last fall, I'm afraid I lost any possible 
respect for his view of what is beautiful. 
Ken's dream plan (one of how many 
monsters?) was to turn the Clover Bowl 
into a parking lot. What the hell is a field 
used for sports anyway? Perhaps the 
Oval would make a nice parking lot, too?
As far as Stew Erickson is concerned 
(he and his collector) I'm behind him and 
what he has done a total 100 percent. 
People willing to take the initiative into 
alternative life support systems, es­
pecially those that generate harmony, 
deserve all the support we can muster.
These are the projects for our future 
survival on this planet, and we must not 
allow a gun-toting law man (you never 
know when you might need to shoot a 
coed) to stop the intelligent thing 
Americans call progress. Solar collec­
tors, regardless of where they are built, 
belong. Stew will jump on his collector to 
prove its sturdiness. Who will hang from 
the Copper Commons sign hanging in 
the University Center? It is certainly in a 
more precarious position than the 
collector, at least physically if not 
spiritually.
The solar collector hanging on the 
side of Elrod is progress, and thank God, 
it is a step forward. If the idea had been 
taken to Ken first, it would have beerv 
stopped, no doubt. Try to take anything 
through channels, and you will see how 
easy it is for persons of vision to be 
swallowed and consumed by 
bureaucratic bunk.
I am thankful that Tom Hayes is 
anxious to see the outcome of results 
from this collector. One can at least feel 
confident that there are people who will 
look with open minds at something out
of the ordinary. Especially when that 
something out of the ordinary should be 
ordinary. Ken Willett, your view is as 
outdated and behind the times as the 
Legislature which will pass legislation in 
support of a single company.
Ken Willett's law arm doesn't just 
begin or end with the solar collector.
I happened to be walking along the 
Oval on my way to dinner last week 
when I perceived Lewis Hasbrouck, se­
curity officer; in pursuit of law and order. 
He had stopped a softball practice on 
the Oval, aqd had taken the name of one 
of the students. I had to stop for a mo­
ment, to sort things out. I recalled the 
rugby team practicing last year out in 
front of the Health Science building, and 
didn't remember security hassling these 
gentlemen in their practice. Perhaps the 
rugby team had a more intimidating 
look. I suppose a coed team of softball 
players is easier to harass than a rugby 
team. But that's not the point. Whatever 
gave him the right to stop healthy 
community activities from occurring on 
the Oval? Are the frisbee players next? 
Do security employees know what the
» w in « gw w vsfw w w v g 5isgg;sazstszastszsB?w99t«k» s;s ;B B T O g s? T O ™ m ^
purpose of the Oval is or are they just 
interested in looking for ways to occupy 
their time?
I don't like the idea of a gestapo force 
on this campus. I don’t respect a “team” 
of “professionals" who don’t know how 
to respond to the needs and security of a 
campus. Granted, they are understaffed, 
but no department is too understaffed to 
be human, and relate to other human 
beings as humans. I don't need tough 
cops on this campus, and I don't want 
them.
In my dealings with security, I have, 
however, had the opportunity to work 
with the finest man on that staff, Alf 
Olsen. For those who don’t know him, he 
is the man who will go to bat for students. 
He is the man who responds to emergen­
cies with the clearest head. Olsen is a 
good man in his job and for me to put 
down a department without qualification 
is unjust. Alf Olsen is the quality that we 
need in more security officers.
James Gossard 
senior,
English and wildlife biology
A question of responsibility and readership
By ED KEMMICK
Montana Kalmln Associate Editor
Every sane man knows that, after 
a youth leaves college, he must 
devote most of his energies during 
three or four years, to ridding 
himself of the fallacies, delusions 
and imbecilities inflicted upon him 
by messieurs, his professors.
—H.L Mencken
I'm beginning to have my doubts 
about the necessity of a college 
education. ,
The other day I was sitting in the 
Kaimin office working away, both 
sleeves rolled up and sweat rolling 
off my forehead, when one of the 
journalism professors walked in 
and called me aside to an empty 
corner of the room.
He wrapped a comradely arm 
around my shoulder, raised his 
eyebrows two or three times and 
said, "Listen, Ed, just why are you 
in journalism anyway?"
"Well," I said, "I dig writing, a few 
friends have told me I'm funny and 
I got a typewriter for my wedding.”
“Oh, you’re married?"
"Yeah."
“Good, good.... Say, whatever 
gave you the idea journalists 
should be funny?”
“That's easy. Art Buchwald, 
Roger Simon, Mike Royko; those 
whacky clothes you're always 
wearing."
He took his arm off my shoulders 
and leaned back as if he was trying 
to get a good look at my nose. 
“Whacky clothes?”
“Hey, don't worry. Just a little 
joke."
"Oh, right," he said, “you think 
you’re funny." He paused a mo­
ment and went on, “No, really, Ed, I 
think maybe you should consider 
another major.”
“Oh yeah?” I shot back. “Like 
what?"
“You know. Sociology, botany. 
Maybe even vocational school."
' "I hate line graphs, I don't like 
bugs and I went to a Catholic 
school for eight years, so don't 
even talk to me about entering the 
priesthood." I must have been 
getting in over the old boy's head,
Colstrip far from defeat
HELENA (AP) — Proposed con­
struction of two 700-megawatt 
generating plants at Colstrip ap­
pears far from dead despite the 
Montana Supreme Court decision 
ordering a state board to take 
another look at the project.
In fact, one of the five energy 
companies sponsoring the $1.4 
billion project hailed the decision 
as a victory Wednesday.
“We have concluded that all of 
the important issues in the case 
were resolved in favor of the 
construction of Colstrip 3 and 4 
and the transmission lines," John.. 
Peterson, Butte, a lawyer for the 
companies, said.
In its Tuesday decision, the 
Supreme Court said the state 
Board of Natural Resources must 
within 90 days come up with new 
findings on three specific issues 
and submit them to the court for 
review.
But the court threw out chal­
lenges on several far-reaching 
issues that could have resulted in 
substantial delays.
Court’s ruling means that the 
energy companies must follow 
proper legal procedures.
Montana Power and its four 
partners in the venture claim the 
electricity is needed to offset 
energy shortages expected in 
Montana and the Pacific North­
west.
today
THURSDAY
Meetings
Missoula Credit Women, 7 a.m., 
UC Montana Rooms 360 ABC.
Freeman Committee Luncheon, 
noon, UC Montana Rooms, 361 
series.
Philosophy Club Meeting, Jim 
Maher on "Is Man a Machine?" 3 
p.m., UC Montana Rooms 360 DF.
Political Science Meeting, 7:30 
p.m., UC Montana Rooms 360 HI.
Overeaters Anonymous, 8 p.m., 
UM Health Service, no dues, fees, 
weigh-ins.
because he gave me a confused 
look, squinted and hoisted up his 
left sock with his right shoe.
“At any rate,” he finally said, 
"you have to face the facts some­
time, and the sooner the better.”
“Say, what are you driving at?" I 
asked, trying to bring him out in 
the open. You can talk to profes­
sors for a week and they won’t tell 
you a thing unless you press them.
“You just don't have what it 
takes, Ed. You change things...you 
bend facts. I don't know.” I glanced 
around. Lucky for him nobody was 
in earshot or I would have had him 
for slander. As it was, I was getting 
a little heated.
“Let’s have some examples,” I 
said to him. "This is pretty impor­
tant, you know."
“OK. Like last week when you 
edited that AP story about the 
mass killer In Michigan.”
“Yeah?”
“You inserted a paragraph say­
ing the killer may have been a 
former UM student.”
“So?"
'The original story never implied 
any such thing.”
“Listen,” I curtly reminded him. 
“Didn't you always tell us to 
localize news stories as much as 
possible?”
“Yes. Yes, of course. But what’s 
your point?"
'The story never said this guy 
wasn't a former UM student. He 
damn well may have been. You’ve 
got to jump in this business, man. 
You've got to be thinking ahead. 
Besides, the editor never did let me 
run that story.”
His knees started shaking and I 
thought I heard his teeth grinding. 
"Ed, can't you see? If you go on 
inventing things, this paper is
going to lose its credibility. No one 
will read it anymore."
"But that’s what I want — more 
readers. You put a headline like 
'Former UM student may be mass 
killer' on the front page and you've 
got some readers. Hell, a few 
headlines like that and we could 
charge a nickel a copy."
“And when the readers find out 
we’re not printing the truth?” It was 
then that I figured out what was 
wrong. The poor guy was just plain 
out of touch with the student body.
"Come on," I said. “Nobody out 
there is going to worry about the 
truth. They don’t want it. Christ, 
they can pay 50 bucks a credit and 
get all the truth they can stomach."
He trembled for a few seconds
and then slowly shook his head. 
“Don’t you feel any responsibili­
ty?” he asked.
"That's what I've been trying to 
tell you. My responsibility is to get 
people to read this paper. Give me 
two weeks and a long leash and it 
will be the talk of the town."
Something must have been 
bugging him — maybe one of his 
favorite FTE’s just got laid off — 
because he threw up his hands, 
mumbled incoherently and 
shuffled out of the office rubbing 
his eyes.
I'm sure he meant well, but 
you've got to wonder what he’s 
doing trying to teach impressiona­
ble students. He just doesn't un­
derstand the newspaper business.
Marathon set for May 5
Ladies and gentlemen, tie your 
running shoes.
The First National Montana 
Bank is now accepting entries for 
its seventh-annual, seven-mile 
marathon from Milltown to Mis­
soula, to be run on May 5.
A $3 registration fee will be 
charged and the bank will provide 
a Marathon 7 T-shirt to applicants. 
Registration forms and race infor­
mation are available on the lower 
level of the bank building at the 
corner of Higgins Avenue and. 
Front Street.
In 1978, more than 1,300 runners 
made it across the finish line in 
Marathon 6. The race begins in 
Milltown, with runners following 
the course of old Highway 10 to 
Missoula, then continuing along 
the dike on the Clark Fork River
through Kiwanis Park to LeVas- 
suer Street to Pattee Street, 
through a parking lot and on to the 
finish line at the bank's drive-in 
facility on Front Street. • 
Out-of-town registrants may 
pick up their shirts and running 
numbers the day of the race. 
Registration closes on May 2 at 4 
p.m.
Norman Maclean’s
A RIVER RUNS TH R O U G H  IT  
And Other Stories 
la Now In Paperback. * 3 .9 5
THE FINE PRINT 
a bookstore
130 E. Broadway Phone 721-2180
Peterson said both the district Lecture
court and the Supreme Court Montana Druids Brown Bag dS
found there is evidence already on Lecture, Oscar Dooling on "Forest
record to support the new findings Pathology in Region I,” noon, F
that must be made by the board if 106.
the pla.nts are to be built. Miscellaneous
"This means no further hearings 
will be required," Peterson said.
Meanwhile, Leo C. Graybill Jr., 
lawyer for the Northern Plains 
Resource Council which opposes 
the project, said the Supreme
Interviewing Workshop, 9 a.m., 
UC Montana Rooms 360 FGH.
Nutrition Discussion Group, 
“Nutrition Re-Education," with 
speaker Sandra Perrin, noon, 
Women’s Resource Center.
STAINED GLASS WORKSHOP With DENNIS LIPPERT 
Starting April 16th Call 549-5051 or 258-6623
Coven Basic Design, Leading end Copper Foiling
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OLSON S GROCERY
2105 So. Higgins
Ice Cold Beer On Sale 
Complete Grocery and Deli 
Self Service
Discount Gasoline and Oil
Open 7:30 A.M. - 11:00 P.M.
Close to University Housing
. f l l V E R S l r y  
CENTER
WIN 6-PAC IN PINBALL
(Must Be 19 to Win)
FACES—Monty Weisser 
FREEDOM—Ken Turnbull 
MARS TREK—Larry Pitts
WIZARD—Andy Sanji 
6 MIL MAN—Ed Roberts
PLAYBOY—
Rainer Schlichtherle
DISO FIVE—Cathy Kobitisch 
WILD FYRE—Kim Woo 
SPACE INVADERS—Greg 
Chilcott, Don Enseleit 
DRAGON—Peter Thaggard 
CHARLIES ANGELS— 
Wayne Kaschke 
300-Greg Morigeau
^C R E flT I^
SPECIAL OF THE DAY
243-2733
OPEN
Afternoons & Evenings
POOL *1.00 Hr. til 4 p.m.
Jj
Women’s studies said uncertain
By JACKIE McKENNAN
Montana Kaimln Reporter
The University of Montana may 
never have a women's studies 
program because of a lack of 
money, Diane Sands of the 
Women's Resource Center said 
recently.
Sands, who holds a master's 
degree in women's studies from 
George Washington University, is 
teaching a non-credit course, 
Women in Montana History, Tues­
day nights.
Sands said a women’s studies 
program would need a staff, a 
director and accreditation.
In 1975 Sands, Judy Smith of 
Women's Resource Center, and 
Carolyn Wheeler, history instruc­
tor, wrote a proposal for a women’s 
studies program, which requested 
that Introduction to Women's 
Studies be a regular course at UM, 
other courses relevant to women's 
studies be offered and a director 
be hired.
Smith, who has a doctorate in 
molecular biology from the Uni­
versity of Austin and teaches a
non-credit course, Issues in 
Women's Health, said a petition for 
the proposal was submitted to the 
faculty senate and approved.
However, a women's studies 
program was never accepted by 
the administration because the 
money was not available, Sands 
said.
Richard Solberg, dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences, said 
recently because of the "budget 
crunch" in 1975, money was not 
available to fund a women's stu­
dies program. He added that to 
fund a program, money would 
have to come from an existing 
program.
About the possibility of a 
women’s studies program at a later 
date, Solberg said, “ I really don’t 
see that we have the resources to 
do anything more than encourage 
the academic departments to offer 
women's studies courses, but they 
have been reduced themselves so 
that puts in another pinch.”
Women’s studies courses at UM 
are now scattered among depart­
ments, such as history, psychol­
ogy and English. Sands and Smith 
said because classes are scat­
tered, no cohesion exists between 
the courses.
Smith and Sands have been 
teaching four non-credit women's 
studies classes through the 
Women's Resource Center.
Introduction to Women's Stu­
dies, a prerequisite for the other 
three courses, was organized by 
Smith and has been taught during 
Winter Quarter since 1975. Smith 
and Sands teach it together and 
charge a $20 fee. Smith said the 
class deals with many different 
areas, such as sociology, art, 
history, psychology, stereotypes 
of women and new research done 
by women.
Issues in Women's Health is a 
10-week course taught by Smith. 
The class deals with bio-medlcal 
research, battering, health care, 
reproductive freedom and holistic 
health.
Women in Montana History, 
taught by Sands, is an eight-week 
course. The class explores the role 
of women in Montana history 
through a series of lectures, films 
and speeches. Sands limits enroll­
ment to 10 people. She said 
because an extensive research 
project is required, a larger 
number of students would be 
difficult to handle.
Politics of Feminism has been 
offered Fall Quarter since 1976.
For an additional $20 fee, these 
four courses can be taken for 
credit through the Center for 
Continuing Education.
Smith said that enrollment in 
some of the classes has been 
limited to about 80 people. She 
said she was not interested in 
"huge lecture classes” because 
larger classes make interaction 
and discussion impossible.
Women’s studies Is a national 
educational movement that came 
out of the women's movement. 
Sands said, however, that women's 
studies is not just an academic 
program. She said it is also for 
the community. Sands said 
she is also interested in reaching 
women in rural areas.
news briefs
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Missoula couple convicted
A Missoula couple were convicted yesterday of conspiring to possess 
two pounds of cocaine and of actual possession of 14 grams of cocaine. 
U.S. District Court Judge James Battin of Billings issued his verdict 
against LeRoy Scharr, 37, and his wife, Michele, 32, nearly a month after 
their non-jury trial ended. Scharr was also found guilty of smuggling the 
cocaine into the United States from Ecuador. Battin said the Scharrs 
would be sentenced next month. The couple were arrested in Missoula 
last Nov. 20.
House upholds Colstrip bill veto
The Montana House of Representatives upheld yesterday Gov. 
Thomas Judge's veto of a bill designed to free the proposed Colstrip 3 
and 4 power plants from further state regulatory delays. Colstrip 
supporters failed to muster the necessary two-thirds of the House to 
override the governor’s veto. The vote was 49 in favor of an override and 
27 against. A total of 64 votes was needed to override.
DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
ITS JUST IN­
CREDIBLE! YOU
buyshavent
j  CHANGED A 
li am t
m u tu u m
LEHMAN NOW. 
I'M  ALREADY A 
JUNIOR PAKT- 
NER.NO LESS'
r r has beenm ypri-
VILE6E TO SERVE 
ALLAH &  SETTING
on the ayatollah's
ISLAMIC TRIBUNAL.
SENSATIONAL!
TELL ME, HOW00 JOGGING, 
m o m  STAY I  a n
IN SUCH GREAT /  ™  
SHARE?A/Z 1
BCK AHTT THAT 
1HBTRU1HTSO 
WHAT HAVEY0U 
BEEN IPTD.ANY- 
W AY?s\/~
WELL.WESTILL 
HAVE OUR HAIR. 
THAT'S THE IM - 
PORWirTHINGI
FANTASTIC! 
HOW ABOUT 
YOU, A ll?
.AND HIS HOLINESS BUT WHAT 00 
THE AYATOLLAH B  YOU 00? YOU 
HOW REALIZING HIS ODNTAN- 
j  CREAM OF AN IS - SUER MY 
- LAMA. REPUBLIC! QUESTION!
WHT IS YOUR WIFE OH.THATS
SPEAKING TO US, RAY? WONDERFUL! 
IN MY COUNTRY, WOMEN THAIS JUST 
DO NOT SPEAK MESS DAMN WON - 
THEY ARE ADDRESSED. DERFUL!
WONDERFUL? YOU BET I  PUP TT 
JUDY. DID WAS JTIAL MACHO, 
YOU HEAR UNAP0L06ETK AND
WHAT HE MASTERFUL! ITS 
JUST SAID? BEENAL0N6 TIME!
OH. GOO! 
WHAT A  
BREATH 
OF FRESH 
AIR ! i
TELL ME, WHY DO 
YOU LET YOUR WIFE 
PRESSURE A 
PROSTTFUTE?
NO. NO. HE STILL. WHAT 
WASTHEYEAR A  SHAME! Z  
AFTER US, THE WAS SURE 
CLASS OPTS. HE'D GO FAR!
/CALEB  
TA M E D !T
RIG H T
WHATEVER
HAPPENED
TO HIM
HE WENT A) WORK 
FORTHESHAH. I  WHATTYOU 
HAD TO HAVE HIM FINGERED 
ARRESTED FOR HGH YOUR OWN 
CRIMES AGAINST CLASSMATE? 
I THE STATE.
S/W.AU. REMEMBER THAT 
OTHER IRANIAN KV YOU 
USED TO HANG OUT u rn  
ON THE SOCCER TEAM?
LANDRY’S USED  
VACUUM S  
Buy-Sell-Trade 
Repair-Rebuild
All Makes and Models 
Used Canisters Start at 
$8.95
Uprights at $12.95 
131 Kensington 542-2908
S O M
Want business experience 
and service without leaving 
UM campus?
Apply for ASUM 
Programming Business 
Manager by April 13 
and give it a try.
Pick up applications in 
UC 105
TO SH IR O  M IFUNE K U RO SAW AS
YOJIMBO
Toshiro Mifune, the farmer's 
son/clownish samurai from 
Seven Samurai, here plays 
an unemployed samurai 
who wanders into the midst 
of a civil war in a small 
town. On one side is the 
sake merchant and his 
gang; on the other, the silk 
merchant and his gang. 
Mifune sees that both sides are equally bad and proceeds, for his own 
amusement and what money he can make of it, to help the sides destroy 
each other! Yojimbo (The Bodyguard, 1961) included more humorous 
elements than any previous Kurosawa film and is one of his best 
photographed movies (same cinematographer as Rashomon). The film 
was remade in 1966 as A Fistful of Dollars and brought Clint Eastwood 
international stardom, but lacked the marvelously droll performance that 
Mifune gives in the original. Also. Yin Hslen, a short Chinese martial arts 
multiple-image fantasy.
W ED -TH U R S-FR I-SA T
SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15
1
7 °Ay 2tZ f  TlirWKJ
515 SOUTH HIGGINS
A t D a rio ’s
|f^ D is c o  D re sse s  f r o m  D a n s k in ^
D o n s k in  d is c o  
b o d y d re s s  w ith  
le o ta rd  b o d y  
a n d  a t ta c h e d  
s id e  s l i t  s k ir t  
is  p e r fe c t f o r  
d is c o , p o o ls id e  
o r  c o c k ta i ls
Sty le  No. 127(5
1 1  „  s3 5 . 0 0wAail orders 
prom ptly filled
'c tM O /’A /
Dance & Sportswear
H o lid a y  V illa g e  M a ll. M is s o u la . M T  S9801 
M o n .-F ri. 10-8. S a t. 10-6. S un. 12-5 •  549-2901.
For That Extra 
Special G ift. . .
for your friends, relatives or 
for that extra special person—yourself!
Next to the Colonel on Broadway 542-2709 
Mon.-Sat. 9-6 FREE PARKING
BEST’S 
ICE CREAM
Made fresh daily
The Richest and 
Creamiest in Town
Downtown South
Higgins Center
& Main Behind
Mon-Sat Albertson’s
11-6 Daily
In back of Noon-10 pm
Little Fri & Sat
Professor til 11 pm
SANDW ICH SHOP
Soups and Sandwiches 
Downtown
In the Alley Behind Penney‘s 
Mon-Silt 9-1:30
Our special bite-free  
blend of tobacco is
so sinfully 
insinuating— the 
women In your life 
will beg you to smoke 
it! Com e in and ask 
for
“Hint of Maraschino.”
Bring your pipe for a 
FREE pipefull.
The Bell
Pipe Shop
136 E. Broadway 549-2181
The Bell II
Southgate Mall 728-27811
TONIGHT 9 p.m.-2 a.m.
PIZZA 10” beef $-100
pepperoni, sausage or cheese
By the Pot
HOMEMADE f0r2 $1 90 
CHILI &
BEER for4$3 80
H iA P P Y H S u rn n T T M — I
Pitchers
50*
Highballs
Meihelhaus
C  * 9 3  S tr t ip
COVER
CHARGE
dancer
HAPPY HO UR 4-9 P.M.
125  25° 50c
PITCHERS SCHO O NERS HIG HBALLS
Trading Post Saloon
Water, resource problems will be 
topics of Kyi- Yo conference
By JACKIE McKENNAN
Montana Kalmln Reporter
The Kyi-Yo Youth Conference 
May 3-5 will feature panel discus­
sions with national experts on 
Indian water rights and natural 
resources.
About 5,000 people came to the 
University of Montana for the 
conference last year. No admis­
sion is charged and students are 
urged to attend.
The conference is an annual 
cultural celebration for Indian 
youth. Panel discussions offer 
information about Indian affairs. 
The focus of the discussion this 
year is on allocation of natural 
resources in' Montana.
The theme of the conference is a 
quote from Chief Joseph of the 
Nez Perce tribe, "The earth and I 
are of one mind.”
The conference begins with 
registration Thursday, May 3 at 8 
a.m. in the Native American Stu­
dies (NAS) building at 730 Eddy St.
However, locations for discus­
sions and cultural events have not 
been set. Bearhead Swaney, advo­
cate of environmental protection 
for the Flathead Reservation and 
former chairman of the Confeder­
ated Salish and Kootenai Tribes, 
will present a review of Montana 
tribal natural resource problems, 
such as water and mineral rights.
Weist gets
By CHRIS VOLK
Montana Kalmln Raportar
Katherine Weist, associate pro­
fessor and chairwoman of the 
University of Montana anthropol­
ogy department, has received a 
Senior Fulbright-Hays Fellowship 
to teach in Korea for a year.
“ I got the biggy," Weist said 
yesterday. She received the largest 
Fulbright fellowship.
Weist said the fellowships are 
granted by the U.S. State Depart­
ment to allow professors to teach 
or do research in fdreign countries 
and to allow foreign professors to 
come teach in the states.
Weist will teach anthropology in 
Seoul at the Seoul National Uni­
versity where about 20,000 people 
go to school from March to De­
cember each year. With a popula­
tion of about 8 million people, 
Seoul is Korea's largest city.
The fellowship will pay travel 
expenses for Weist and one other 
person, plus her salary which will 
be about $1,100 a month.
“ I won't be getting as much as I 
make here,” she said. "But I hope 
to be getting a sabbatical with the 
grant.”
Because she is not allowed to 
make more than her UM salary 
while she is in Korea, Weist said 
she will make up the difference In 
salaries with the sabbatical money 
if she receives it.
She said she will donate the rest 
to the UM anthropology depart­
ment to hire another faculty 
member.
"I hope that they will replace me 
with the money I send back," Weist 
said.
She plans to move to Seoul in 
August with her husband and two 
sons. Because her husband is a 
free-lance writer, he will be able to 
leave his job, she said.
"I told my husband that next time 
we would go someplace, we'd go 
where he wanted," Weist said.
Weist said she became interest­
ed in the grants when she read a
Following Swaney's address, 
representatives from each of the 
Montana reservations will discuss 
the natural resource problems on 
their reservations.
Mel Tonasket, former president 
of the National Congress of Ameri­
can I ndians, will head a discussion 
of the legal, technical and cultural 
issues of natural resources in 
Montana on Friday.
Water rights
Bill Veeder of the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs in Washington, D.C. 
will head another panel discussion 
on water rights. Geraldine Gordon, 
senior in political science and a 
member of Kyi-Yo Club, said 
recently that Veeder is the "fore­
most expert" in the nation on water 
rights.
Margery Brown, acting dean of 
the UM School of Law, K. Ross 
Toole, professor of history, Joseph 
Brown, professor of religious stu­
dies, and Civil Liberties Union 
representatives also will partici­
pate in the discussions.
A powwow scheduled for Friday 
evening, May 4, will feature gourd 
dancing by men from the Northern 
Cheyenne Tribe, a dance contest 
for youths, an arts and crafts sale 
and an Indian “give-away.”
Anna Skillman, senior in politi­
cal science and a club member, 
said some of the costs for the
fellowship
brochure about the Fulbright- 
Hays fellowships and noticed that 
they were offering positions in 
East Asia.
"Since my husband has always 
been interested in East Asian 
culture and literature, I decided to 
apply," Weist said. ‘We’ll be there 
for a year, and there's been talk of 
another year — which is all right 
with me.”
She said she is interested in 
doing research on the movement 
of thousands and thousands of 
young Korean women from farms 
to the most populated cities, 
particularly Seoul.
“I’m interested in the effects of 
modernization and urbanization 
on the women," Weist said. “Most 
of them are in their late teens.”
She said so many women could 
be moving to the cities because 
much of the male population was 
killed in wars. Very little work in 
anthropology has been done in 
Korea, she said.
While Weist said she is very 
excited about going, she does 
have a few reservations.
“My biggest fear is living in a city 
with 8 million people," she said. “I 
don't really like cities, so I don’t 
know how I'm going to react.”
Weist said she is also apprehen­
sive about the culture shock that 
might come with learning about 
the “rituals associated with teach­
ing in Korea.
"I was thinking about how I 
might go about finding a book in 
the card catalog," she said. "Or I 
might sit down with some students 
and say, ‘Let's talk about this,' and 
they might say, 'We don't talk 
about things.' "
Weist said she may also find it 
difficult to deal with the rigid 
political regime in Korea and its 
censorship of the press.
“But we're looking forward to the 
oriental food and I hear the school­
ing will be very good for the 
children," she said, adding that she 
has never been out of the country 
before.
conference were raised by the Kyi- 
Yo Club. She said “chili feeds” are 
held every Friday at the NAS 
building and the club has sold 
"chances" on lobster dinners and 
wool blankets.
Other costs were covered by the 
$6,000 budget ASUM allotted to 
the Kyi-Yo Club. In addition, 
ASUM madeaspecial allocation of 
$1,200 for the powwow, and ASUM 
Programming contributed $1,000. 
Skillman said the Montana Com- 
‘mittee for the Humanities also 
gave a grant for the conference.
Family law 
may change
The city may soon see a change 
in its Single Family Housing 
Ordinance if the recommendation 
of yesterday's Judicial Review 
Board meeting is followed.
The change would let a resident 
homeowner rent rooms to two 
persons unrelated to the owner.
Under the current law, a family 
that owns and lives in a house 
cannot rent rooms to non-family 
members.
The law says a family is either 
any number of related persons or 
two unrelated persons who live 
together. The two-unrelated- 
persons clause is what one of the 
directors of the University 
Homeowner’s Association, Tom 
Finch, said is “the biologically 
sound definition of a family” in the 
ordinance.
So, if an unmarried person lives 
in the house he owns and 
someone lives with him, that is 
legal because they are a family. 
But they had better not ask a friend 
to move in.
The change, if enacted, would 
legalize the existing rental 
situations in from 200 to 400 
houses in the university area 
alone, Finch said.
Then the Zoning Committee has 
to consider it and give the City 
Council a recommendation.
Next, the council will talk about 
it and finally vote on the matter.
The committee also discussed 
changing the ordinance to let a 
family plus two unrelated persons 
occupy an apartment, or to let a 
house that is not occupied by the 
owner be rented to more than two 
unrelated persons. Both proposals 
were rejected.
Mortar Board 
members listed
The Penetralia Chapter of 
Mortar Board at the University of 
Montana has selected new 
members for the 1979-80 
academic year. The individuals 
were selected as members and 
officers:
Janice Rapp, Boonton, N.J., 
president; Gail Shaw, Winnett, 
vice president; Margaret Reichen- 
berg, Billings, secretary; Jerry 
Kegley, Missoula, treasurer; 
Jessica Sail, Omaha, Neb., editor- 
historian; Linda Bandelier, Dillon; 
Bonnie Briggs, Billings; Kelly 
Flaherty, Helena; Jill Fleming, 
Livingston; Bill Griffiths, Corte 
Madera, Calif.; Sue Ann Heidel, 
Broadus; Vicki Hert, Hysham; 
Alice lekes, Custer; Roberta Ko- 
koruda, East Helena; Jim Koloko- 
trones, Missoula; Sally Lean, Kalis- 
pell; Sheryl Manning, Lakeside; 
John Mercer, El Centro, Calif.; 
Marsh Murray, Kalispell; Michael 
Szczepaniak, Lombard, III.; Paul 
Watson, Missoula, and Linda Whi- 
tham, Libby.
Student 
to research 
in Brazil
By GORDON GREGORY
Montana Kalmin Contributing Reporter
Steve Reed, graduate assistant 
in microbiology at the University of 
Montana, has been named the 
director of malaria research for 
the National Research Institute of 
the Amazon.
He will assume the position later 
this spring or early summer.
The research institute, in Ma­
naus, Brazil, is similar to this 
country's National Institute of 
Health, and is involved in a variety 
of medical and biological research 
programs.
Reed, 28, will be working mainly 
on malaria, focusing on the ways 
the body protects itself from the 
disease. There is still no good
vaccine for the disease, Reed said.
According to J.J. Ferraroni, a 
physician from Manaus who is 
studying microbiology here, mala­
ria is a major obstacle to Brazil's 
efforts to develop the Amazon.
Reed currently works at UM's 
Stella Duncan Memorial Research 
Institute under Clarence Speer, 
associate professor of microbiol­
ogy. Reed's research has been 
mainly on Chagas' disease, a 
parasitic illness that attacks the 
internal organs and central ner­
vous system. The disease, also 
called sleeping sickness, is preval­
ent in Mexico and Central and 
South America, and currently
infects 10 to 12 million people.
Reed said there is no known 
treatment or vaccine for the dis­
ease. He has been working on a 
live vaccine, he said, that “works 
pretty well in mice." He explained 
that the main problem with a live 
vaccine is that there is always the 
risk that it will cause the disease. 
He said that so far, the one he has 
been working on looks promising.
“ It hasn't caused any disease in 
these mice,” he said.
In addition to his research, Reed 
said he plans to set up a diagnostic 
clinic in Manaus to identify parasit­
ic and bacterial disease samples 
sent from physicians in the out­
lying areas. He said that there is no 
such service available in the Amaz­
on.
Reed's move from Missoula to 
Manaus will be a dramatic tran­
sition in culture and environment. 
Manaus sits on the Amazon River 
in the heart of the Brazilian jungle. 
It is a city with severe poverty and 
much disease.
Each year the Amazon floods the 
city, making it a natural breeding 
ground for mosquitoes and the 
resultant malaria. There are no 
paved roads connecting it to the 
rest of Brazil, so most supplies 
enter the city by river or air.
1979-1980 COM PUTER S C IE N C E /E E  GRADUATES
MarkAlft Helen McMahon Ron Engelbrecht Dwight Ensminger Ernest McNair
■  Worried about where you'll be 5-10 years 
from now? We’ll tell you about ground 
floor opportunities in VLSI technology, or 
areas like Resource Partitioned Architec­
ture.
■  Worried about too-narrow specializa­
tion? We’ll tell you how we make “Total 
Systems" involvement a day-to-day reality, 
and about our flexible methodology and 
informal hardware/software taskforce ap­
proach to problem-solving.
■  Worried about high-stress living? We’ll 
give you a look at a lifestyle that’s afford­
able, unhurried, uncrowded, smog-free. 
A city of half a million where neighbors 
greet one another, and where you can be 
home in 10-15 minutes of light traffic 
driving.
■  Worried about isolation? Obsolescence? 
We'll tell you about the interactive minis
and micros we're designing, and how you 
can help us continue to lead the way in 
Distributed Networking, Data Communi­
cations, Direct Migration, New Automated 
Languages . . .  and a dozen other areas.
And we'll Introduce you to people like 
Hardware Manager Ron EngelbrecM who’s 
a gentleman tarmer weekends; or Design 
Engineer Mark Altt who regularly visits 
NCR's overseas operations; or Program• 
mer Helen McMahon who likes working 
with language compilers, and being part 
ol a company that already Is the second 
largest In the world; or Programmer 
Dwight Ensminger who's earning an MBA 
at a local university; or Programmer Ana­
lyst Ernest McNair who likes varied as­
signments, and having ample time to do 
a lob right.
YOU HAVE UNTIL APRIL 20 
TO MAKE A RESERVATION.
But don’t delay. Call today to make your 
free career weekend reservation.
To find out if you qualify for this stress re­
lieving, all-expense paid career weekend 
in Wichita, call Ms. Carol Wadsworth, by 
April 20. Call Collect:
(316) 687-5551
Or write to Ms. Wadsworth, Professional 
Placement, NCR Corporation, Engineering 
& Manufacturing, 3718 North Rock Road, 
Wichita, KS 67226.
N C R
Complete Computer SystemsASK ABOUT OUR IN-HOUSE MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAM.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
lost and found
REWARD
$ 2 0 0 0 0  REWARD for return of German 
Shepherd puppy. Lost or stolen from upper 
Miller Creek. April 2nd. Black and silver with 
brown stockings. 6 months old. Call 543-6983 or 
243-2522. 82-4
LOST: HEART-shaped diamond stick-pin. $50 
Reward for recovery. Call 243-4787 or 243-2232.
___________________________________ 84-4
FOUND: SQUARE ladies Timex watch on the 
sidewalk east of Brantly. Call 243-2380 anytime.
__________________________________ 84-4
LOST: PAIR of glasses in brown case and a brown 
leather wallet on campus, possibly in the Music
building. Call 243-2738._______________ 84-4
LOST: I ,D. on campus, Janet Beegan, if found turn in 
at U.C. or Lodge or call 5055. 84-4
STOLEN: WILL the person that to6k $40 to $50 from 
2 wallets on Mon., April 9th from men's locker 
room at Fieldhouse. please return the money to
P.O. Box 3793. Missoula. MT 59806 ______ 84-4
LOST: OUR ferret, looks like a weasel. A REWARD.
Call 728-0392 after 6 p.m.______________ 83-4
LOST: BLACK mittens with embroidery in or by. 
Music bldg., 4/2. Sentimental value. Please call
721-4182.________  82-4
FOUND: IN 200 block of Univ. and Gerald, one pair 
of glasses and a pen. Pick up at Security office.
_________________________________  82-4
FOUND: ONE pair of square brown-rimmed glasses 
in brown case with pocket clip. Found Wednesday 
night on Madison Street Bridge. Call'721-5514.
___________________________________ 82-4
LOST: WOOL hat in VC 101 Monday night. Please 
return to U.C. Info, desk or call 543-3452. 81-4 
LOST: JEAN jacket with silver buttons, wool lining, 
and pleated front. Lost in Lodge Food Service 
before Spring Break. Sentimental value. $20 
reward —no questions. Return to Food Service or ,
UC Info, desk._______________________81-4
LOST: MEN'S glasses, brown rimmed in black case, 
vicinity of Madison Bridge. REWARD OFFERED.
549-9754,___________________  81-4
LOST: FEMALE seal-point Siamese in vicinity of 700 
E. Front. Call 728-4928. Reward!! 83-4
personals
THE MUSTARD SEED Oriental take-out food. Open 
4:30-9 00 daily. Inside seating available. Corner of 
Third and Orange. 728-9641. 84-1
Apathy greets 
students-elect
(CPS) - "You mean there’s a 
student senate here?”
That's how a Burlington County 
College student answered a survey, 
measuring the effectiveness of the 
student government at the small 
eastern school. The sentiments, 
however, are common to large 
numbers of students who are 
showing record amounts of apathy 
toward their student government.
The symptoms are national. 
Voter turnouts for student 
government elections are steadily 
dropping. Surveys find most 
students are totally uninformed 
about student government. The 
senators themselves are frequent­
ly lackadaisical about their 
responsibilities. Student leaders 
running on "absurdist” platforms 
are proliferating.
To wit:
• Although the average student 
turnout for student elections has 
been charted at 20 percent, voting 
percentages at most schools are 
actually much lower. At the Uni­
versity of Missouri, Kansas City, 
voter turnout dropped from 9 
percent in 1977 to 5.6 percent last 
year. Last fall, the University of 
North Carolina, Greensboro, ex­
perienced an all-time low in voter 
turnout - 5 percent.
• 95 percent of Florida Institute 
of Technology students^ didn't 
know who their college r^fesen-r 
tative was and less than 10 percent 
of the students at New Mexico 
State University knew.
• The University of Georgia 
student government president 
won office last spring by posing as 
the “unknown comedian," and by 
wearing a paper bag over his head. 
The student government heads at 
the University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, led the Pail and Shovel 
party this year through a series of 
self-admitted foolish expen­
ditures. Last month, a University of 
Missouri, Columbia, candidate 
won almost half of the student vote 
with his “birthday-party" platform, 
and by campaigning in clown suits 
and straitjackets.
LONDON AND AVIGNON booklets for the 1979*80 
Liberal Arts Study Abroad Program are available 
at the History Department. LA 256. Applications 
(or (all, winter, and spring are being accepted.
84-2
HAVE YOUR latent artistic talents laid at rest too 
long? Be recognized, be (amous and get rich at the 
same time! Enter the Student Art Exhibition. Info. 
at the Art Dept. Deadline May 1._______ , 83-3
INTERESTED IN being an artist? Your chance has 
come! Enter the Student Art Exhibition. Cash 
prizes! Deadline is May 1st. Intormatlon at Art 
Dept. I 83-3
CREATE YOUR OWN; Thousands o( possibilities at 
the Omelet Capital ol Missoula — The Old Town 
Cafe, 127 Alder, 7 a.m.-2 p.m. — everyday. 83-2 
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS — Call 
Marie at 728-3820, 728-3845, 549-7721 or Mimi,
549-7317._________________________ 83-29
LEARN JAZZ/ Rock/ Blues technique on guitar. 
Beginning-Intermediate students eager to learn 
theory and practice. Program suited to your 
interests and skills. Call Allen B. Woodard (16
years experience). 549-6327 after five.____ 83-3
APPLICATIONS FOrt the UM Advocate Program are 
now available in the Alumni Center or ASUM 
offices. ALL APPLICATIONS ARE DUE BY APRIL 
20. For further information call John or Jill at 243-
5211._____________________________ 82-8
AVON — Great gift ideas at Special Prices — all 
guaranteed. For service call:
Brenda (Aber) 243-4544 
Michelle (Brantly) 243-5345 
Lori (Knowles) 243-2225 
For information about selling in University area
call district manager. 728-1229._________ 82-4
JEALOUS? John Stenger will lead a workshop on 
jealousy management. The group will meet for six 
Mondays from 3-5 p.m. starting April 16th. CSD
Lodge 148.________________________ 82-4
STRESS MANAGEMENT workshop — learn to relax 
and cope with stress. The group will meet on six 
Wednesday afternoons from 3 to 5:00 beginning
April 18th. CSD — Lodge 148.__________ 82-6
LECTURE NOTES are available for the following 
classes this quarter: History 367, Psychology 110, 
Chemistry 103. Pharmacy 110, History 261. and 
Biology 203. The notes are published weekly and 
are offered as supplemental study aids. Sign up in 
the Programming Office, U.C. 104. 82-4
FRESHMAN STUDENTS with at least 24 credits and 
G.P.A. of 3.5 or higher and interested in Alpha 
Lambda Delta, contact Midge McGuire by April 
12th —, 243-4711 or in Lodge 146. 82-2
STEREO COMPONENTS 5% over cost. Call your 
campus representative: Peter Wilke. 721-3234.
____________ ________________ 82-2
LECTURE NOTES are available (or the following 
classes this quarter: History 367, Psychology 110, 
Chemistry 103, Pharmacy 110, History 261, and 
Biology 203. The notes are published weekly and 
are offered as supplemental study aids. Sign up In
the Programming Office. U.C. 104._______ 81-4
APPLICATION DEADLINE for ASUM Programming 
Business Manager is April 13. Interested? Pick up
application in UC 105.____________  79-7
NOTICE TO all Social Work majors: SW 360, 450, 
and 460 will be offered during the summer. A 
complete listing of summer offerings is available 
at 770 Eddy.____________________  79-15
really personal
HAVE YOU visited the Hotel Phizz?________84-1
GARY: THE rent is almost due. Please send help
package. The Wohawk Twins.___________84-1
ROSES ARE red. bananas are yellow, why are you 
still monkeying around with that fellow? 84-1
help wanted
ASUM PROGRAMMING now has Concert Worker 
openings for 25 people. Apply at U.C. .104. - 84-2 
NEED BABYSITTER. 4:45-6:15 weekdays. 12:00- 
3:00 Tues., Thurs. Other hours possibly arranged. 
$1.00/hour. 728-8740. (only 3 blocks from Univer­
sity). 83-3
RELIABLE PERSONS for retail sales positions 
needed. Spend the summer near Glacier Park. 
Some sales background preferred. Pick up 
application at Student Placement Center. Great 
Northwest Emporium. ________ 81-5
services
LICENSED MASSAGE therapy — muscle tension, 
aches, backache, stress, headache. By appoint­
ment. 549-8235. Randy Bruins. 81-8
EXPERIENCED BICYCLE repair done at reasonable 
rates — complete overhauls only $30.00, 728- 
8865, 126 Woodford. _______ 81-16
WOMEN'S PLACE — Health. Education, and 
Counselling. Abortion. Birth Control, Pregnancy, 
V.D.. Rape relief: 24 hr. rape relief, counselling for 
battered women. Mon.-Frl., 'O-d p.m. 543-7606.
79-32
typing
TYPING SERVICES. Reasonable rates. 543-4727.
______________________  79-7
TYPING. EXPERIENCED, fast, convenient. 543-
7010.__________________________  78-16
SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE, electric, accurate.
542-2435._________________________ 77-11
RUSH IBM typing. Lynn, 549-8074,_______ 53-60
THESIS TYPING SERVICE 549-7958. 78-36
education
DANCE CLASSES. Elenita Brown, experienced 
teacher, enrolling now — Missoula T & Th—pre­
dance. Ballet /  Character, Modern, Primitive, Jazz, 
Spanish /  Flamenco. 728-5664 or 1-777-5956.
78-38
transportation
NEED RIDE to Butte Friday. April 13. to return 
Sunday, April 15 or Monday, April 16. Will share 
expenses. Call Danette. 243-5367 after 5 p.m.
______________________  84-2
RIDE NEEDED to Madison, Wisconsin. Will share 
expenses. Call Cheryl, 549-5366. Ride needed as
soon as possible. ______________ 84-4
PLAN EARLY! Need ride to Southern Arizona 
(Southeast of Tucson) immediately after finals. 
June 7th, 8th or 9th. Will share driving and 
expenses! Leave message at 243-5206. Need to 
know soon. (Call late at night, keep trying.) 83-4 
RIDE NEEDED to Eureka. Whitefish, or Kalispell for 
the weekend. Call LeeAnn. 243-2037. 83-4
RIDE NEEDED to Big Fork this Thurs. or Friday. Call
549-9347.__________________________ 83-3
RIDERS WANTED to Bozeman, Friday. April 13th.
Please call Sarah. 721-4182.____________ 83-3
RIDERS NEEDED to Great Falls. Leaving Friday — 
share expenses & gas. Call Rick. 549-1375. 62-4 
NEED RIDE to Spokane Friday. April 13th to return 
Sunday. April 15th. Will share expenses. Call 
Vicki, 721-4799 after 5 p.m._____________82-4
RIDERS WANTED to New York. May 1st. Small 
trailer, take small load. Camping on the way — no 
smoking Share expenses and driving. Open (or 
suggestions on side trips. Contact Jim. 543-6982.
leave message._____________________82-12
WANTED — RIDERS to share gas. Heading (or Salt 
Lake City on the 14th. Will stop at any points in- 
between. Call 549-4207. 81-4
(or sale
TEN AND THREE speed bike, also single speed 
728-4325 evenings and weekends. Reasonable.
___________________________________ 84-2
35mm PENTACON, 4 lenses, flash, case, great
condition. $325*. 243-2156.____________ 84-4
BLACK & WHITE TV, with stand. Good condition.
$50. Call after 4. 728-6683._____________ 83-2
YAMAHA 400 Enduro, 1975, new tires, chains, and 
sprockets. Ten-speed bike. 721-3264 evenings.
___________________________________ 83-3
LOADED GITTANE Tour la France 10-speed 
Excellent condition. $350. 549-9696. 82-4
land
NEVADA LAKE — Beautiful 20 acre lots from 
$495.00 per acre. Trees, meadow, elk. deer. Good 
terms. Owner — 728-1248. 83-3
Former student 
gets press job
HELENA (AP) — Randall Mills, a 
reporter for the Lee Newspapers 
State Bureau, has accepted a 
position as press secretary for 
Rep. Pat Williams, D-Mont.
The 22-year-old Mills will begin 
his new duties in Washington, D.C. 
later this month.
Mills is a graduate of Poison 
High School and attended the 
University of Montana.
F o r  b e t t e r  
g r a d e s ,  
s p e n d  
l e s s  t im e  
s t u d y i n g .
W ell show you how ...free.
Would you like to:
□  Raise your grade average without long hours 
over texts.
□  End all-night cramming sessions.
□  Breeze through all your studying in as little as 
1/3 the time.
□  Have more free tirrje to eryoy yourself.
□  Read 3 to 10 times faster, with better con­
centration, understanding, and recall.
Evelyn Wood’s new RD2 reading system makes it 
all possible.
win open your eyes.
Special Student Classes
Today and Tom orrow Village Motor Inn
Thurs. April 12th Fri. April 13th Montana Room
4 P.M. or 7:30 P.M.
© 1978EVELYN WOOD HEADING DYNAMICS/A URS COMPANY
Evelyn Wood works — over 1 million people, 
including students, executives, senators, and dven 
presidents have proven it. A free 1 hour demon­
stration will show you how to save hundreds of 
hours of drudgery this year (as well as how to 
increase your speed immediately with some simple 
new reading techniques).
It only takes an hour, and it’s free. Don’t miss it.
Evelvn Wood IMS)
CB approves Stief as new
By JEFF McDOWELL
Montana Kalinin Reporter
director of SAC
Central Board last night voted 
unanimously to /accept the ap­
pointment of Ron Stief, senior in 
philosophy, as the new director of 
the Student Action Center.
The board accepted the appoint­
ment of Stief by ASUM President 
Cary Holmquist without debate. 
Stief will replace SAC Director 
Dennis Burns, senior in psychol­
ogy, whose term expries April 30.
Other applicants
The other applicants for the 
position were Martin Coleman, 
senior in computer science; Ger­
ald Olbu, senior in chemistry; and 
Douglas Van Etten, senior in geo­
graphy.
In other action, the board sus­
pended the rules and then, with
Bands. . .
• Coni, from p. 1.
they probably won’t get it," Bogue
said.
'The people that are against 
having the kegger can barely deal 
with 10,000 people, and they 
couldn't deal with 20,000," Bogue 
said.
The Allman Brothers are booked 
to play at Montana State Universi­
ty’s "Spring Thaw" festival either 
May 12 or May 19, according to 
Tim West, MSU concert coordina­
tor.
West said it was "up to the 
Allman Brothers” which date the 
band would play.
Paul Pederson, Programming 
coordinator, said an Allman Broth­
ers show would cost $35,500. The 
combined cost of the four bands 
scheduled for the kegger is around 
$15,500.
much humorous debate, pro­
ceeded to approve a special allo­
cation of $75 to the Married 
Student Union (MSU) for an Easter 
egg hunt Sunday at Married Stu­
dent Housing.
Easter bunny
The request was made by Gene 
Meegan, CB married student rep­
resentative. Meegan said he "per­
sonally spoke to the Easter Bunny 
at Southgate Mall,” adding that 
"there is a good chance there will 
be a visit (at the hunt) by the Big E 
himself."
At one point, CB Delegate Liz 
Beall asked Meegan why MSU 
could not collect $1 from each of 
the nearly 400 apartments in 
Married Student Housing.
Meegan said that MSU “is not 
very organized," and that this is the 
first event it has attempted.
• Cont. from p. 1.
• the administration seems hes­
itant to develop additional pro­
grams outside of existing struc­
tures.
• no plans of how the university 
would develop a statewide pro­
gram exist.
The team was "very perceptive” 
in seeing "where the weaknesses 
are,” Medora said.
Although UM did not receive 
lead designation, representatives 
of the three schools will be meet­
ing later this month to develop 
complementary programs among 
the schools, Murray said.
Duplication avoided
By doing so, they will be able to 
avoid duplication among the units 
and work together in obtaining
"Maybe this will get the egg, uh, 
ball roiling," he said.
ASUM Vice President Peter Karr 
asked Meegan what the money 
would be used for. Meegan replied 
that it was for Easter eggs and 
"miscellaneous prizes," and that 
any money not used would be 
returned.
Karr also asked if the prizes 
would include "any adult prizes, 
like whiskey.”
Meegan said they would not.
Karr then moved to approve the 
allocation, with the stipulation that 
Meegan dress up as the Easter 
Bunny at the hunt and also at the 
CB meeting next week.
The motion passed unanimous­
ly.
Day care
In other business, the board 
accepted a recommendation by a
grants, he said.
It is “extremely important” that 
"appropriate cooperative agree­
ments,” be reached by the three 
units, he said.
Despite my 30 years of research 
into the feminine soul, I have not 
been able to answer...the great 
question that has never been 
answered: What does a woman 
want?
—Sigmund Freud
Work and love — these are the 
basics. Without them there is 
neurosis.
— Theodor Reik
special committee investigating a 
discrimination charge against 
ASUM Day Care by. Doug and 
Barbara Drake.
The recommendation upheld a 
decision by Day Care Director Pat 
Godbout and the ASUM Day Care 
Committee that the Drakes' 3- 
year-old daughter will not be 
allowed back into a day care 
center until she is toilet trained, 
and also if she is accepted, she 
must go to the end of a list of 
children waiting for an opening in 
the center.
The recommendation also 
stated that all Day Care policy in­
formation be made available. This 
was later amended to exclude the 
Day Care sliding fee scale, which 
determines the Day Care charge 
based on the parents' income and 
the number of children in the 
family.
The board also approved a $258 
special allocation to the Panhel- 
lenic Council so tljat four council 
members can attend a Western
Regional Panhelienic Convention 
in Reno, Nev., next week.
Paper SAC
The board also suspended the 
rules to approve a special alloca­
tion of $140 to SAC so that it can 
publish one more issue of the 
Paper SAC this year.
Stief said the amount is 
about half of what is needed for 
one more issue. He said that 
advertising sales and a separate 
fund-raising effort would provide 
the rest of the money.
Holmquist also announced that 
applicants will be interviewed 
for the position of Programming 
director today or tomorrow.
The applicants are Gregory 
Brooks, junior in political science; 
Holly Lee, senior in political 
science; Kelly Miller, senior in 
economics and sociology; Paula 
Joe Povilaitis, senior in art and 
religious studies; John Tisdell, 
senior in radio-television; and 
Byron Williams, graduate, non­
degree.
T 2nd 
P H A S E
MOST EVERYTHING . .
MARKED DOWN 
AGAIN!
Program. .
SALE. CASUAL SHOES FOR MEN
w a n te d : m e n  with a  c a su a l flair.
found: two top -notch  shoe styles d e s ig n e d  with spring days in m ind, 
w here: now, in p la c e  two, so u th g a te  m all.
PLACE TWO
21.90
EVANS DESERT 'SAHARA' BOOTS, casually inclined
w ith a so ft sole and
natural leather uppers, natural only.
9-13d; 6%-13ct 9-12e. reg. 29.95;
14.90
ADIDAS 'DRAGON' RUNNING SHOES, 
a favorite  o f runners and 
others in nylon/suede. blue 
w ith white; 5-13. reg. 22.95.
